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Student Recommendation

In High Recommendation of Mr or Ms Students Full Name .

It is a pleasure to write this recommendation for Students Full Name . My name is Peter Bothwell and I teach

art at Mariposa County High School located in the Sierra Nevada mountains on the outskirts of Yosemite. I have

know STUDENT'S-NAME for 2-OR-MORE-YEARS and can attest to character, creativity, and strong work

ethic.

Student's name is one of those rare art students whose poetic visions and creative spirit has enriched the lives of

PRONOUN peers and the community. As PRONOUN Art teacher, I have watched in amazement as Students'

First Name consistently produces richly significant and meticulously detailed work that naturally engages

viewers

His artwork is consistently enigmatic, inspiring, and rendered with a deliberate concern for fluidity and detail.

Although he is modest about his art, people are intrigued by what he does and look forward to viewing his 'latest'

work. To many, he possesses the spirit of a true artist.

Frankie has a distinctive artistic style which is instantly-identifiable but isn't stagnantly stitched to redundancy.

He pursues art-making with an open mind and is as-likely to be seen sharpening his fundamental skills as

experimenting



with new techniques and concepts. This balance, gives his artwork 'pulse' and sophistication. I have also been

impressed by his sensitive, respectful approach and willingness when helping other art students.

Aside from all his artistic qualifications, he is an uplifting and positive person who is very down-to-earth and

adventure seeking. He is highly motivated and can be counted on to create finished-quality work under real time

constraints.

I feel fortunate to know Frankie Waterman and believe that he will continue to be an asset to the artistic

community, as an artist and a leader in any capacity he is needed.

If you have any further questions about Frankie Waterman's qualifications, I can be contacted at 209.742.0260

x207 or by email, Bothwell@gmail.com
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